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Sobre  
El 

CONICET



Fundación: 5 de febrero de 1958

COnsejo Nacional de Investigaciones 
CiEntíficas y Técnicas



Bernardo Alberto Houssay
 10/4/1887 - 21/9/1971 

Nobel de Fisiología/Medicina 1947  

Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ptp-PGdORlI

Qué les 
impactó?



MISIÓN DEL CONICET

Fomentar y ejecutar  
actividades científicas y tecnológicas  

en las distintas  
áreas del conocimiento  

en todo el territorio Nacional  
al servicio del bienestar de toda la 

población 



Áreas de investigación y  
desarrollo tecnológico

 Ciencias agrarias, ingeniería y materiales
 Ciencias biológicas y de la salud 
 Ciencias exactas y naturales
 Ciencias sociales y humanidades 

https://www.rosario-conicet.gov.ar



Sobre  
El 

Oficio De Ser 
Científico



Silencio, científicos trajando…

(qué hace) 
 Establece relaciones entre diferentes hechos,  

(con qué objeto) 
con el objetivo de explicar fenómenos que 

ocurren en la naturaleza,  
(para qué) 

y utilizar esos conocimientos en aplicaciones 
útiles que mejoren la calidad de vida 

(para quién) 
de la Humanidad 





Desmitificando La 
Ciencia Y Los 
Científicos



LA CIENCIA ES SABIA 
Y TODO LO EXPLICA

Porque Suena Así El 
Ladrido 

De Un Caniche Toy?



Que 
piensa  

El Buen 
Dios  
Del 

Trabajo 
Del 

Científico



Que 
piensa  

El Buen 
Dios  
Del 

Trabajo 
Del 

Científico



Algo De Lo Que 
Falta 

Entender…

Origen de la luna Origen de la vida

Materia y energía oscura

https://www.investigacionyciencia.es/revistas/mente-y-cerebro/huellas-digitales-del-yo-766/el-olvido-un-aliado-del-aprendizaje-17494

Neurociencia

https://www.investigacionyciencia.es/revistas/investigacion-y-ciencia/apolo-11-770/el-origen-de-la-luna-17627

https://www.investigacionyciencia.es/noticias/la-alarmante-extincin-de-las-plantas-17592

Migración/Extinción de plantas

http://www.tvyumuri.icrt.cu/ciencia

Energía renovable
Fusión

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokamak



No Hay 
Ninguna Ciencia 

En Ser Científico 

Pumba, el científico



Comentarios?

Preguntas?



Sobre Los Núcleos 
Atómicos



Estructura de la materia

https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/el-universo-
bd29905d-88ff-4649-8004-9730a123fbcf



Creación de los núcleos livianos y medianos

https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/ Crédito: ESO (A través de Wikipedia

http://astroverada.com/_/Main/M_estrellas.html https://cuentos-cuanticos.com/2011/11/03/entendiendo-el-nucleo-atomico/



Predicciones      
Galio-Ga (Z=31)      
Escandio-Sc (Z=21) 
Germanium (Z=32) 

10/1/19 08'37150 years ago, the periodic table began with one chemistʼs vision | Science News

Página 2 de 9https://www.sciencenews.org/article/periodic-table-history-chemical-elements-150-anniversary

Mendeleev’s table has become as familiar to chemistry students as spreadsheets are to accountants. It
summarizes an entire science in 100 or so squares containing symbols and numbers. It enumerates the
elements that compose all earthly substances, arranged so as to reveal patterns in their properties, guiding
the pursuit of chemical research both in theory and in practice.

“The periodic table,” wrote the chemist Peter Atkins, “is arguably the most important concept in chemistry.”

Mendeleev’s table looked like an ad hoc chart, but he intended the table to express a deep scientific truth
he had uncovered: the periodic law. His law revealed profound familial relationships among the known
chemical elements — they exhibited similar properties at regular intervals (or periods) when arranged in
order of their atomic weights — and enabled Mendeleev to predict the existence of elements that had not
yet been discovered.

“Before the promulgation of this law the chemical elements were mere fragmentary, incidental facts in
Nature,” Mendeleev declared. “The law of periodicity first enabled us to perceive undiscovered elements at
a distance which formerly was inaccessible to chemical vision.”

Mendeleev’s table did more than foretell the existence of new elements. It validated the then-controversial
belief in the reality of atoms. It hinted at the existence of subatomic structure and anticipated the
mathematical apparatus underlying the rules governing matter that eventually revealed itself in quantum
theory. His table finished the transformation of chemical science from the medieval magical mysticism of
alchemy to the realm of modern scientific rigor. The periodic table symbolizes not merely the constituents of
matter, but the logical cogency and principled rationality of all science.

The OG

Mendeleev’s periodic table, published in 1869, was a
vertical chart that organized 63 known elements by
atomic weight. This arrangement placed elements
with similar properties into horizontal rows. The title,
translated from Russian, reads: “Draft of system of
elements: based on their atomic masses and
chemical characteristics.”

HISTORIC IMAGES/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Tabla Periódica de Mendeleev 1834-1907

Publicación paper 1869
63 elementos conocidos
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summarizes an entire science in 100 or so squares containing symbols and numbers. It enumerates the
elements that compose all earthly substances, arranged so as to reveal patterns in their properties, guiding
the pursuit of chemical research both in theory and in practice.

“The periodic table,” wrote the chemist Peter Atkins, “is arguably the most important concept in chemistry.”

Mendeleev’s table looked like an ad hoc chart, but he intended the table to express a deep scientific truth
he had uncovered: the periodic law. His law revealed profound familial relationships among the known
chemical elements — they exhibited similar properties at regular intervals (or periods) when arranged in
order of their atomic weights — and enabled Mendeleev to predict the existence of elements that had not
yet been discovered.

“Before the promulgation of this law the chemical elements were mere fragmentary, incidental facts in
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The OG

Mendeleev’s periodic table, published in 1869, was a
vertical chart that organized 63 known elements by
atomic weight. This arrangement placed elements
with similar properties into horizontal rows. The title,
translated from Russian, reads: “Draft of system of
elements: based on their atomic masses and
chemical characteristics.”
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Traducción: 

Borrador de los elementos, basados en sus 
masas atómicas y propiedades químicas
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Tabla Periódica de Mendeleev 1834-1907
Publicación paper 1869

63 elementos conocidos

https://verne.elpais.com/verne/2018/12/16/articulo/1544973683_866319.html

Predicciones       Descubiertos
Galio-Ga (Z=31)      1875
Escandio-Sc (Z=21)  1879
Germanium (Z=32)  1886



La Tabla Periódica Hoy
Incorporación última

Columna: Premio Nobel 1904
W. Ramsay



Puesta En Común  
Sobre Sus Investigaciones 

De Los Elementos  
De La Tabla Periódica

OrigenHistorias
Propiedades Curiosidades

Usos/Aplicaciones

Obtención/

Fabricación

Asociaciones con  
Países/Personas

https://3c1703fe8d.site.internapcdn.net/newman/gfx/news/2019/theperiodict.jpg
https://3c1703fe8d.site.internapcdn.net/newman/gfx/news/2019/8-theperiodict.jpg

Versiones alternativas 



Últimas NoticiasViewpoint: Heaviest Element Has Unusual
Shell Structure
Angela K. Wilson, Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1322,
USA

January 31, 2018 • Physics 11, 10

Calculations of the structure in oganesson—the element with the highest atomic number—reveal
a uniform, gas-like distribution of its electrons and nucleons.

Figure 1: One of the latest additions to the periodic table is oganesson (Og). Theoretical calculations of the
electronic structure of this heavy element (bottom right panel) show that the distribution of electrons is
smooth, as one would expect for a gas of n... Show more

The periodic table continues to evolve, as it has since the publication of the first widely recognized
periodic table by Dmitri Mendeleev in 1869. There have been over 700 versions of the table of
elements to date [1], with elements regularly being added, filling empty blocks of the table. An
example is the late 19th century addition of a new column (group) of elements, the noble gases, by
William Ramsay, who received the 1904 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his discovery [2]. The most
recent entry to this column is oganesson (Og), which is the element with the highest known atomic
number ( ) [3]. This intriguing new element, which was first synthesized in 2002, completes
the seventh row (7p block) of the periodic table and is the first superheavy ( ) noble gas
element.

P. Jerabek et al. [4] and APS/Alan Stonebraker

Z = 118
Z > 103

Últimas asignaciones (2016)

Propiedades Exóticas(2018)

Incorporación última
Columna: Premio Nobel 1904

W. Ramsay



Video sacha

La tabla periódica para 
Milenians

Video: https://youtu.be/rz4Dd1I_fX0



Preguntas? 
Comentarios?



Rolo/201
9

Gracias


